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THE SONG: I have...
I have boots
I have shoes
I have dress
and I have a skirt
I have gloves
and I have socks
I have t-shirts
and I have trousers

To understand and follow simple working orders.

To recognise some clothes.

To answer simple questions related to what
the children are wearing.

To use adjectives appropriately to
describe some clothes. 

To associate clothes to the weather.

To identify different moods.

To interpret and produce simple sentences
that enable us to locate objects.

To produce simple oral messages to
describe what someone is wearing.

A snowman
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ONCE UPON A TIME THERE WAS
A FAIRY AND HER FRIEND.

LOOK 
MARY, IT’S 
SNOWING.

YES, IT IS.
WE CAN MAKE
A SNOWMAN!
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THEY ARE MAKING
A SNOWMAN.

OHH!!
WHAT A

GOOD IDEA!

LOOK! THE 
BODY, HEAD,

ARMS...
LA, LA, LA
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THE SNOWMAN
IS FINISHED.

DON’T WORRY.
TOUCH YOUR NOSE, 
TOUCH YOUR EAR 

SWEATER, SWEATER 
APPEAR

WOW! IT’S 
GREAT!

BUT HE IS 
COLD!
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NOW THE SNOWMAN’S
WEARING A SWEATER.

DON’T WORRY.
TOUCH YOUR NOSE, 
TOUCH YOUR EAR, 

SCARF, SCARF,
APPEAR...

WOW! IT’S
GREAT BUT

HE IS STILL COLD.
HAVE YOU GOT

A SCARF?
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NOW THE SNOWMAN’S WEARING
A SWEATER AND A SCARF.

WOW! IT’S GREAT 
BUT HE IS STILL 
COLD. HAVE YOU 
GOT A HAT AND 

COAT?

DON’T WORRY. 
TOUCH YOUR NOSE, 
TOUCH YOUR EAR, 

HAT AND COAT, 
APPEAR...
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THE SUN IS SHINING.

YES,
BUT HE

ISN’T COLD. 

AND THAT’S ALL.

OH NO!! LOOK, 
THE SNOWMAN’S 

MELTING!



SESSION 1   Patterns

TODAY IS...

THIS IS A SWEATER

Trace the different lines.

play time:
The child that is blindfolded has to catch a classmate and decide whether it’s a 
boy or a girl. You are a boy/girl and guess their name.
Then another child is blindfolded and the game is repeated.
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TODAY IS...

IN WINTER I WEAR…

play time:
The teacher puts some �ashcards related to winter and summer clothes
on the �oor, and some �ashcards related to winter and summer seasons
on the other side of the classroom.
One child is asked to stand up, take a �ashcard and name the item of clothing.
Now the teacher asks the child if they are winter or summer clothes, and he/she has to 
put the �ashcard in the correct place.
When do you use these clothes? In summer or in winter? Put it in the correct place.

SESSION 3   Vocabulary

Colour the winter clothes.



Listen to the riddle and put the sticker in the correct place.



SESSION 13   Poster



TODAY IS...

Colour the balls that are on the glass in blue and
the ones that are under the glass in red.

play time:
All the students stand in a circle with three glasses in the middle. The teacher has some 
of the �ashcards in his/her hands.
The teacher calls the students one by one and gives them a �ashcard, which they have 
to put on the glasses or under the glasses, depending on the teacher´s instructions. 
Put the coat on the glass.
When a few students have completed the task, another child can give the orders.

SESSION 5  Prepositions
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WHERE IS THE BALL?



SESSION 6   Patterns
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TODAY IS...

THEY ARE TROUSERS…

Trace and colour them.

play time:
Sitting in a circle, the teacher gives a piece of plasticine to each child.
There is a big picture of a pair of trousers in the middle of the circle.
The children will have to fill in the trousers with the plasticine. 
Put the plasticine on the trousers. When they finish, the teacher asks: What are 
they? They are trousers, big trousers.
Another way to do this activity is by asking the children to make the silhouette of the 
mentioned clothes with the plasticine.



TODAY IS...

SHE IS WEARING…

play time:
All the children stand up around the class and have to touch a friend´s 
clothes when the teacher gives the order. Touch your partner´s sweater.
The game is repeated several times until the teacher has named all the 
clothes, including the colour of the clothes.

SESSION 8  Vocabulary
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Colour as the teacher says.
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TODAY IS...

HOW ARE THEY FEELING?

SESSION 10   Feelings

Draw their mouths.

play time:
Sitting in a circle, the teacher shows four �ashcards.
The teacher hides the �ashcards leaning them against his/her chest, and the 
students choose a �ashcard.
The teacher asks the students which object they think is hidden.
When all the students have guessed, the teacher shows the object.
The children that have guessed the �ashcard correctly are the winners.



SESSION 11   Patterns

TODAY IS...

Listen and circle the correct snowman.

play time:
All the children sit on a chair in a circle except for one who stands in the 
middle. When the teacher names the clothes, the children have to change 
their chair and sit in a di�erent one, as fast as possible.
The one, who is left without a chair, stays in the middle of the circle 
waiting for the teacher to name new clothes.
For example: If you are wearing blue trousers change your chair.
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WHAT’S HE WEARING?



SESSION 14   Verbs

 WHAT’S SHE DOING?

Cut and punch along the dotted lines.

Stand all of the students in front of you and ask them to imitate 
di�erent actions.  For example:  We are dancing, we are 
jumping…  Ask them to repeat the sentence at the same time as 
they are moving.  Repeat the activity several times.





SESSION 15   Patterns
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TODAY IS...

HE IS WEARING…

Colour and say.



Vocabulary
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DOG DOG DOG

BOOTS

T-SHIRT

TROUSERS

SOCKS

COAT

SHOES

UMBRELLA

HAT

GLOVES

SKIRT

SWEATER

SHIRTS




